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Domesticated crop plants tend to have low genetic diversity 
because they have usually been selectively bred from variet-
ies that are genetically related. This cross-breeding approach 
produces high-yield varieties, but it can also increase sus-
ceptibility to disease and pests.[1] 

Cross-breeding these domesticated strains with wild-type 
strains has been shown to increase genetic diversity and can 
produce strains with beneficial genes from their wild-type 
ancestors. Genome data is key here, as phenotype does not 
also predict genetic potential.[1] 
EMBL-EBI’s EnsemblPlants database contains genome as-
semblies and annotations for agriculturally and environmen-
tally important crops and plants. The data is all open access 
and freely available to use. Database users can explore plant 
genomes down to the nucleotide level for a range of species, 
including the genes and their predicted protein structures. 
Users can also explore genetic variations identified from dif-
ferent individuals and the predicted effects those will have 
on the organism’s genes. 

Some example functions of the EnsemblPlants database. Scientists 
can look up published genes for plants they are studying.
Image: EnsemblPlants/EMBL

Here, we present activities to introduce some of the basic 
concepts of plant DNA and sequencing data to explore the 
curriculum topics of evolution, inheritance and variation, 
and bioinformatics. Students extract genetic material and 
explore the process of assembling genome sequences.

Extract DNA from fruit using household ingredients and then explore the challenges of 
gene sequencing by assembling a fragmented poem.
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Then, in a second article in the next issue, students are 
 invited to explore the genetics of food plants and crops by 
going on a plant treasure hunt and trying to breed the best 
apple! They’ll be encouraged to consider the importance of 
genetically diverse agricultural plants and crops, especially 
in the context of a growing population and changing climate. 

These activities are suitable for students aged 14 and above. 
It is useful for students to visualize DNA as a first step; how-
ever, if DNA extraction from fruit has previously been carried 
out by students, they can go straight to Activity 2. 

Activity 1: 
Extraction of DNA from fruit

This activity provides hands-on experience of following a 
lab protocol and helps students to understand the following 
stages of DNA extraction:
Preparation: mixing the ingredients to make the lysis buffer. 
Lysis: the cells that make up the fruit are burst open by the 
 prepared solution, leading to the DNA being released  
into the liquid.
Precipitation: alcohol is used to bring DNA out of the 
solution, so it  appears as a gloopy solid, which can then be 
collected.

The DNA extraction procedure was adapted from a protocol 
created by Emily Angiolini, Earlham Institute. It takes around 
30 min to complete. 

Materials
Materials for each group:

 ⦁ 4 blueberries or two small strawberries
 ⦁ Lysis buffer (see below) 
 ⦁ Cold ethanol (100%) 
 ⦁ 1 sandwich bag 
 ⦁ Measuring cylinder (10 ml)
 ⦁ 1 plastic tube (50 ml) 
 ⦁ 1 funnel lined with a coffee filter 
 ⦁ 1 bamboo stick to collect DNA 
 ⦁ Collection tube (1.7 ml)
 ⦁ DNA extraction infosheet

Lysis buffer  
(ideally made by the teacher before the lesson)

 ⦁ Shampoo (or similar detergent, 100 ml)
 ⦁ Salt (2 teaspoons, 15 g in total)
 ⦁ Water (make up to 1 litre)

Procedure
1. Place the fruit into a sandwich bag; seal shut; and squash 

for about 1 min between your thumb and index finger, 
making sure there are no lumps (except for the skin).

2. Add 10 ml of the lysis buffer and continue to squash the 
fruit  together with the liquid for a further minute.

3. Place the funnel lined with the coffee filter in the 50 ml 
plastic tube, and pour the fruit–buffer  liquid from the 
bag into the funnel. 

4. Wait while the liquid drips into the tube. Do not squeeze 
the filter. Once the drips slow down, you should have 
enough liquid (5–7 ml). 

Representation of the domestication process and the loss of useful genetic variation due to 
selective breeding and selection of few alleles. 
Image adapted from Ref. [2]

https://www.scienceinschool.org/article/2024/plant-genetics/
http://www.scienceinschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/DNA-extraction-infosheet.pdf
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Image courtesy of Jeff Dowling/EMBL-EBI

5. Now pour an equal volume (5–7 ml) of ice-cold ethanol 
carefully down the side of the tube, so that it forms a 
separate layer on top of the blueberry liquid. 

6. Watch for about 30 seconds to 1 minute. What do you 
see? You should see fluffy white clumps forming be-
tween the two liquids – that’s DNA! 

  
Image courtesy of D.Crabb/ Lincolnshire Travellers Initiative  

7. Make gentle stirring motions with the bamboo stick in 
the solution, so the DNA wraps around the stick. 

8. Pull out the stick and put the DNA into the 1.7 ml tube. 
You should see that the DNA is very viscous or  
sticky looking.

Image courtesy of D.Crabb/ Lincolnshire Travellers Initiative 

9. Optional: try this with other fruits. Soft fruits like banana 
and kiwi work well. Student can consider why some 
fruits (e.g. hard fruits or those with tough skins) may be 
more difficult.

Discussion
Discuss the following questions:

 ⦁ What action do you think the shampoo has? What com-
ponent of shampoo is responsible for this action? Could 
you use an alternative household substance in this step?

 ⦁ Why do you think you had to squash the blueberries at 
the beginning of the experiment?

 ⦁ What role does the salt play?
 ⦁ Why is alcohol poured on top of the fruit solution?
 ⦁ Why does the DNA become visible in the alcohol layer?
 ⦁ Do you think blueberry cells contain more or less DNA 

than human cells?

Details on the extraction process can be found in the DNA 
extraction infosheet, which can be handed out as a summary 
at the end or used as an introduction at the start (in which 
case, students should already know the answers to many of 
the above questions).

Activity 2:  
Genomes assemble!
Once DNA is extracted and sequenced, the sequence needs to 
be reassembled. We can’t currently sequence a genome from 
start to finish – it has to be broken up into smaller fragments. 
These small fragments then need to be arranged in the correct 
order before scientists can start analyzing the genome. 

Sequencing is not yet 100% accurate, so small errors can 
occur. To account for this, each base is sequenced multiple 
times – this means that, at the end of sequencing, there will 
be lots of pieces of DNA sequence that need to be assembled 
in order. It’s like putting together a jigsaw puzzle when you 
have only part of the picture (if you have existing DNA se-
quences for comparison). If you don’t have existing sequenc-
es to compare them with, it’s like doing a jigsaw with no pic-
ture, and you have to look for sections of sequence overlap 
to get them in the right order – this stage is called assembly.

Students should work in pairs or small groups to have a go 
at sequence assembly using the ‘sequences’ of an assem-
bly-themed poem about genomes.

There are three parts to this activity:
Exercise 1: Assembly with short reads – illustrating challeng-
es from next-generation sequencing (red words)
Exercise 2: Aligning short reads to a reference genome 
(black words)
Exercise 3: Assembly with long reads – illustrating advantag-
es of third-generation sequencing (purple words)

https://www.scienceinschool.org/article/2024/plant-genetics/
https://www.yourgenome.org/theme/what-is-next-generation-sequencing/
https://www.yourgenome.org/glossary/reference-genome/
https://www.yourgenome.org/theme/what-is-third-generation-sequencing/
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Materials
 ⦁ Printable instructions
 ⦁ Printable text fragments:  

Two sets of red words (short reads) – fragments of about 
16 characters (Exercise 1) 
One set of black words – this reference sequence should 
be stuck together into a continuous line (Exercise 2) 
Two sets of purple words (long reads) – these are frag-
ments of about 40 characters (Exercise 3)

 ⦁ Bioinformatics infosheet

Procedure
1. Before the lesson, print out the text fragments and cut 

out the boxes. They all come from the same piece of 
text. Keep the red words (Exercise 1), black words (Exer-
cise 2), and purple words (Exercise 3) separate. 

2. Hand out the bioinformatics infosheet and discuss how 
it is difficult to sequence very long sections of DNA, so 
sequencing results come as smaller fragments that need 
to be assembled into the original sequence.

 
Exercise 1: Short-read assembly
1. Hand out the text with red words (lengths of ~14 charac-

ters). Each student or group should get a full set con-
taining two copies of the poem. 

2. Challenge students to reassemble the original text 
using the overlaps. There are two parts to the text. The 
first part has long words, which are not repeated much, 
making it easier to assemble; this part represents gene 
regions. The second part is very repetitive and difficult 

to assemble, representing intergenic regions, which are 
often full of repeated sequences.

3. Here are some tips to help with the assembly process:
 I.  Each region of the text is included twice, but split in 

different places.
II.  Use easy-to-spot words to build out from,  

for example, chromosome.
III.  Sentences start with capital letters and end with a  

full stop.
IV.   It’s easiest to remove the repeat regions and deal with 

them second. Tip: your repeats contain the word “repeat”.
V.  Getting repeat regions correctly assembled may not be 

possible with short reads.

Exercise 2: Aligning short reads to a reference
1. Hand out the black fragments.
2. Have the students stick the black word fragments to-

gether to make a continuous line; this is the reference 
sequence.

3. Students should then take the short (red words) frag-
ments from Exercise 1 and align them with the reference 
sequence where they match. Note that some fragments 
may match in more than one place. 

A scheme of sequencing, showing how the sequenced fragments need to be assembled.
Image: National Human Genome Research Institute

https://www.scienceinschool.org/article/2024/plant-genetics/
http://www.scienceinschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/Short-reads.pdf
http://www.scienceinschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/Reference-sequence.pdf
http://www.scienceinschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/Long-reads.pdf
http://www.scienceinschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/Bioinformatics-infosheet.pdf
https://www.genome.gov/genetics-glossary/Shotgun-Sequencing
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Exercise 3: Long-read assembly
1. Hand out the purple fragments. 
2. Have students use the same approach as that for assem-

bly of the short reads. The process should be much eas-
ier with long reads (purple fragments), and the repeat 
regions should also assemble now.

3. Optional extra step: align the long reads (purple) with 
the reference, as in Exercise 2. This should also be  
faster and easier.

Discussion
Have students consider the following questions:

 ⦁ Was that easier or more complicated than you  
thought it would be?

 ⦁ Was it easier using shorter fragments or longer ones? 
What about when there were repeated words?

 ⦁ How might this be different when working with a large 
genome (example of number of base pairs)?

 ⦁ How might bioinformatics tools make this process easier?
 ⦁ Did you work in pairs or small teams? Would this activity 

have been harder or easier without your team? (Science 
is all about teamwork and inviting different perspectives, 
skills, and experience to find answers and solve problems.)

Then discuss the differences between this exercise and DNA 
sequencing. The main points are as follows.

In this activity, the assembled small fragment of a poem was 
written using the English alphabet, with grammar and punc-
tuation to help us understand it. DNA assembly will typical-
ly be genomes of millions of bases, with only four different 
characters (A, C, G, and T), and we do not understand the 
‘grammar’ of the genome. It’s a tough problem!

Imagine if there were spelling errors or typos in your frag-
ments; this would make them even harder to use. Sometimes 
sequencing machines make errors, so to be certain we know 
what the right letter should be, we usually sequence more 
deeply than just the two copies used in this exercise; we 
might use 7, 20, 50, or more than 100 copies! It depends on 

how many errors you expect in the sequencing, and how per-
fect you need your genome to be.

Take-home messages:
 ⦁ It is harder to assemble short reads, as the same frag-

ments can come from different places in the genome.  
The longer the reads, the easier it gets. Newer sequenc-
ing technologies are helping a lot with this.

 ⦁ Aligning to a reference sequence is easier than assem-
bling a genome from scratch, but if you have reads in 
your genome that do not map to the reference, then 
those are lost, and sometimes these novel regions have 
exciting genes we want to find!
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Resources

 ⦁ Watch a video about DNA sequencing.

 ⦁ Learn about third-generation sequencing and 
 next-generation sequencing.

 ⦁ Find out about the feuds between plant and pathogens 
that have spanned millions of years: Harant A, Pai H, 
 Cerfonteyn M (2023) Plant pathology: plants can get sick 
too! Science in School 62.
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https://doi.org/10.3389/fgene.2021.637141
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 ⦁ Read about the first land plants and how they changed 
our world: Streubel S (2023) When plants moved ashore 
and changed the planet. Science in School 64.

 ⦁ Learn about bioinformatic data storage at EMBL-EBI: 
Stroe O (2018) Bioinformatics: the new ‘cabinet of curiosi-
ties’. Science in School 44: 20–24.

 ⦁ Explore the fascinating world of noncoding RNAs: Kosko-
va Z, Hernandez M (2023) Not just a blueprint for proteins: 
the importance of non-coding RNAs. Science in School 65.

 ⦁ Learn how to collect relevant data regarding a gene from 
biological databases: Grazioli C, Viale G (2022) A chromo-
some walk. Science in School 57.

 ⦁ Discover how bacteria from ants’ feet could help us 
reduce pesticide use: Jensen IC (2024) Footprints in the 
agar: growing bacteria from ants’ feet to combat plant 
diseases. Science in School 67. 

 ⦁ Create a living piece of ‘agar art’ with microbes living 
on our hands: Gupta D, Armstrong D (2021) Bringing the 
beauty of proteins to the classroom: the PDB Art Project. 
Science in School 54.

 ⦁ Estimate the CO2 absorbed by a tree in the schoolyard: 
Schwarz A et al. (2024) How much carbon is locked in that 
tree? Science in School 67. 

 ⦁ Learn about cancer mutations and what they can tell us: 
Communication and Public Engagement team (2010) Can 
you spot a cancer mutation? Science in School 44: 39–44.
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